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THE ALL AMERICAN GIRL GARAGE BAND
A Jongleur Music Production Concept; 

Reality Television-Competition to form a Garage Band

Each episode will be filmed as the founding girl of the band seeks 
out the other members and the equipment needed for her own all girl 
garage band. They will come together in Garage-like-sets in which the 
bands will compose, practice and perform their music. 

Many bands started playing their music in the garage of a house of 
one of the members of the band. They usually began just making a lot 
of noise and demonstrating the beginning of a Rock Star attitude. 
There are many young composers in the United States who want to use 
their talent to write songs, play music and perform live. They don’t 
usually receive guidance from professionals in the music business 
until they start achieving some success. In all of those thousands of 
garage bands that are playing garages around the country most are 
male dominated. This is a reality show for girls that want to have 
their own garage band.
 
Three High School girls, between 15 and 18 years old, who have the 
vocal qualities to be Rock stars, and the talent to write their own 
songs in English, will be carefully selected through auditions and 
given the opportunity to form three different bands. They will start 
off with only themselves and their dreams and seek out other band 
members, instruments and the other equipment needed for a garage 
band.

Each girl must form her own band before an established deadline. The 
girls shouldn’t know each other in the beginning and will be forming 
their bands in areas of the country that won't overlap so as to cause 
competition for the same members and equipment. They will know that 
eventually they will compete with the other two bands in a live show 
where they will be performing in the final episode of the reality 
show.

Each band will have a tutor (a professional from the music business) 
who will provide tips and training to help the band get the most out 
of their own remarkable talent. Parents will be encouraged to let the 
professional tutor provide the training for the band and not 
participate in the composing of music or creation of professional 
stage presence of the band.
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Each band must compose new music, practice and develop their own 
style. They will give small live performances in front of friends, 
relatives, parents, teachers and start playing dances as they get 
better before they perform in larger venues. As they develop stage 
presence and performing prowess they will be given the opportunity to 
open the shows of well known successful bands or singers.

The final episode will be performed on a stage with judges and an 
audience 'a la American Idol' where the winner of the All American 
Girl Garage Band will be named.
 

Notes:

Original concept by Nilber Padilla. 
WGAW Registration number: 1588067 
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